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SINGULAR JACOBI FORMS
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Abstract.
We introduce the differential operator Mgj,^
characterizing singular Jacobi forms. We also characterize singular Jacobi forms by the weight
of the associated rational representation of the general linear group. And we
provide eigenfunctions of the differential operator Mgj,^
.

1. Introduction
Let g and h be two positive integers. Let JÍ be a symmetric positive
definite, half-integral matrix of degree h . For two positive integers k and /,
we denote by R(fc>/)the space of all kxl matrices with entries in the field R
of real numbers. We let

^:={7eR(^*)|

Y = 'Y >0}

be the open convex cone of positive definite matrices of degree g in the Euclidean space R£(«+1>/2. We define the differential operator Mg<h^ on 3°g x
R<A>s)defined by

/

t

\

where

Y = (yßV)£3*g,
and

V = (vk¡)£R^^,

*S-(1±*El£

9JV

?L=(dV

\dvkll

We note that this differential operator generalizes the differential operator Mg
:= det(Y) • det(d/dY) on 3°g which was introduced by H. Maass (cf. [M]).
Using the differential operator Mg , Maass (cf. [M], pp. 202-204) proved that
if a nonzero singular modular form of degree n and weight k exists, then
nk = 0 (mod 2) and 0 < 2k < n - 1 . The converse was proved by R. Weissauer

(cf. [W], Satz 4).
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The aim of this paper is to characterize singular Jacobi forms. Singular Jacobi
forms are defined to be the Jacobi forms which admit a Fourier expansion such
that a Fourier coefficient c(T, R) vanishes unless

For more detail, we refer to Definition 2.2. This paper is organized as follows.
In Section 2, we review the notion of singular Jacobi forms which was introduced by Ziegler (cf. [Z], Definition 3.7) and establish the notations. In Section
3, we investigate some properties of the differential operator Mgt¡,,jt to be
used in the next section. In Section 4, we prove the main theorems. That is, we
prove that singular Jacobi forms are characterized by Mg hj# and the weight of
the associated rational representation of the general linear group GL(g, C). In
the final section, we provide eigenfunctions of the above-mentioned differential
operator Mgth¡jr.
Notations. We denote by Z, R and C the ring of integers, the field of real
numbers, and the field of complex numbers respectively. Sp(g, R) denotes
the symplectic group of degree g. Hg denotes the Siegel upper half plane
of degree g. For M = (£ BD)£ Sp(g, R) and Z e Hg, we set M(Z) :=
(AZ + B)(CZ + D)~l.
Tg := Sp(g, Z) denotes the Siegel modular group
of degree g . [Tg, k] (resp. [Yg , p]) denotes the vector space of all Siegel
modular forms of weight k (resp. of type p). The symbol ":=" means that
the expression on the right is the definition of that on the left. We denote by
Z+ the set of all positive integers. E^''
denotes the set of all k x I matrices
with entries in a commutative ring F . For any Mef'1''1,
'M denotes the
transpose matrix of M. For A £ F^-^ , o (A) denotes the trace of A . For
A £ E'*" and B £ F<*«*>,we set B[A] = 'ABA. Eg denotes the identity
matrix of degree g.
2. Singular

Jacobi forms

In this section, we establish the notations and define the concept of singular
Jacobi forms. Let

Sp(g, R) = {M £ R^-2s)\ 'MJgM = Jg}
be the symplectic group of degree g, where

jg -(
° M
-~ \-Eg
0 ) '
It is easy to see that Sp(#, R) acts on Hg transitively by

M(Z) := (AZ + B)(CZ + D)~],
where M = (c ^) £ Sp(g, R) and Z £ Hg . For two positive integers g and
h , we consider the Heisenberg group
H^'h):=

{[(À,p),

K]\À,p£R<-h-g),K

endowed with the following multiplication

[(A,p),k]o

£R{h'h),

K + p' k symmetric}

law

{(X, p'), k'] := [(A+ X, n + p!), k + k' + AV -p'k'].
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We define the semidirect product of Sp(g, R) and Z/¿
t.»
GJ:=Sp(g,R)cxH¡g'h)
endowed with the following multiplication

law

(M,[^,ß),K])-(M',[(k',p'),K'])

;= (MM', [(k + k', p + p'), k + k' + k'p' - p 'k']),
with M, M' £ Sp(g, R) and (k, p) := (k, p)M'.

It is easy to see that GJ

acts on Hag x C(A•s) transitively j byj

(2.1)

(M,[(k,p),K])-(Z,

W):=(M(Z),(W

+ kZ + p)(CZ + D)-i),

where M = (¿ *) € Sp(g, R), [(A, /z), /c] € H^'h)

and (Z, W) e Hg x

Let /? be a rational representation of (7L(g, C) on a finite dimensional complex vector space Vp. Let Jf 6 R(A'A) be a symmetric half-integral semipositive
definite matrix of degree h. Let C°° (Hg x C<A•*), J^) be the algebra of all C°°
functions on Hg x C<*>*>with values in Vp. For / e C°°(//g x&h<*),Vp),
we define

(/l,,url(Ar,[(^,A»),*])D(Z.i*n
(2.2)

•= e-2nia(J([W+).Z+ß](CZ+DyxC)

, e2jri<x(»<f
(AZ';i+2A'W+((c+/<'A)))

x p(CZ + D)~lf(M(Z) ,(W + kZ + p)(CZ + D)-1),
where M = (c %)£Sp(g,R)

and [(A, p), k] £ H^g'h).

Definition 2.1. Let p and Jf be as above. Let
HÍ¿'h) := {[(k, p),K]£

H^'h)\ k,p£

Z<*'*>, K £ Z<A>A>}.

A Jacobi form of index Jf with respect to /? on Tg is a holomorphic function
/ 6 C°°(Hg x C(*-*>, Vp) satisfying the following conditions (A) and (B):

(A) f\p,jrm = f for all y £ YJg:= Yg ex/#•*>.
(B) / has a Fourier expansion of the following form:

f(Z , W) =

J]
r>o

half-integral

with c(7\ R)¿0

J]

c(7, Ä) •e2*'W . e2«»W

Äez(«-*>

only if ( iTr J¿ ) > 0 .

If g > 2, the condition (B) is superfluous by the Koecher principle (cf. [Z],
Lemma 1.6). We denote by Jp,j?(Yg) the vector space of all Jacobi forms
of index Jf with respect to p on Yg. In the special case Vp = C, p(A) =

(det^)fc (k £ Z, A £ GL(g, C)), we write Jk,j?(Tg) instead of Jp^{Yg) ano<
call k the weight of a Jacobi form / £ Jk,j?(Yg).
Ziegler (cf. [Z], Theorem 1.8 or [E-Z], Theorem 1.1) proves that the vector
space Jp^(Yg) is finite dimensional.
Definition 2.2. A Jacobi form / £ Jp^(Yg) is said to be singular if it admits
a Fourier expansion such that a Fourier coefficient c(T, R) vanishes unless

det(iTÄ *?) = 0.
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Example 2.3. Let S £ Z(2fc'2i) be a symmetric, positive definite, unimodular
even integral matrix and c £Z(-2k<h^.We define the theta series

(2.3) û{fyz ,W):=

53

en{°(siz-x)+2o('cSX'w)}
( Z£Hg,

We Öh>'\

Aez(".ï)

We put ¿tí := j'cSc. We assume that 2k < g + rank(^f ). Then it is easy to
see that wsg'c is a singular Jacobi form in Jk,j?(Yg) (cf. [Z], p. 212).

Remark 2.4. Without loss of generality, we may assume that JÍ is a positive
definite symmetric, half-integral matrix of degree h (cf. [Z], Theorem 2.4).
From now on, throughout this paper Jf is assumed to be positive definite.
3. THE DIFFERENTIAL OPERATOR Mghjf

Let &g be the open convex cone of positive definite matrices of degree g
in Rs(s+1)/2 defined in the introduction.
From now on, for Y - (ypv) £ 3°g and V - (vk¡) £ R(-h'g'i, we write

dY = (dypu), dV = (dVki), 1 < p, v < g, 1 < k < h, 1 < / < g,
d
dY ' \ 2 dypJ ' dV \dvkl)
For a real matrix X of degree g and an integer k with 1 < k < g, we
denote by Q(Af) the matrix of minors of degree k . We define the differential
operator Mk,h on &>gxRl*'«) by

(3.1)1ft,,:. „ ¡Ct(Y)Ct
(A + ¿ ' (A) (fyj)

,

, ik< t.

Following the notations of H. Maass (cf. [M], p. 67), the differential operator
Mk, h may be expressed as

Mkh=

T

(V'"aok)

Jh-h)

,

i<k<g.

\<ßt<-<ßk<g

In particular, we are interested in the following differential operator

(3.2)

»..»* *«*>■*«.(&+
Vv($(&))-

Lemma 3.1. Let T = 'T £ R<A^>a«úf Ä e R(í,A>. 77íí?«we Aave

(3.3)

A¿-2*«r(7T) = _2^-2*«r(rr).

dY

r

and
(3.4)

A/^tc?-2™«™^)

= (~)g

det(7 • (4E - /? '/?)) • ^"(n^).

Proof. (3.3) follows from an easy computation. We set

(3.5)

f:=(^):=_

+_

(w)(w).
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Then we have

and

3

i JU

We note that if E = (i^),

/? = (r^)

d1
and F = (vkv), then

g

g

h

ct(ty)= 53*«i>v
+2zZvjv ' ff(ÄK)
= 5Z5ZrMü**/¿=i

a<"

/í=i *=i

By an easy calculation, we get

(3.8)

Ppv(e-2*°{TY+RV))= -\

UPV - ¿

r^

• e~^TY+RVl

Thus we get
(3.9)

det{P)(e-2*«TY+RV))

= (-|)*det(4E

Consequently we obtain the desired result (3.4).

-R'R).

e-2^TY+RV\

D

Now we let ^ be a symmetric positive definite, half-integral matrix of degree
h . We define the differential operator MgthtJc on 3ôg x R(h'^ by

(3.10) M,,>,s:=mr)^{&

+ ^'(^^(*-,,^.

By changing the coordinate V by V = Jf^l2V , we obtain d/dV =Jt~ll2d/dV.
Thus (3.10) may be written as

(3.11)

Mí,^=detm-de.(A

+ ¿'(4,)(4?)).

Theorem 3.2. Let T = 'T £ R(*-*) and ÄeR(«-*).

Täcti wc?have

Mg,h,Ae-ln°(TY+RV))

= (-^Y

det(7 • (47 - RJf'uR)) ■e-2^TY+RVl

Proof. If we^et Ä = RJ?-*'2, then ÄF - ÄF. Applying (3.11) to ¿-2iw(ït+ak)
_ e-2no(TY+RV) an(j using Lemma 3.1, we obtain the desired result (3.12).

D

4. Proof of main theorems
First we prove that a singular Jacobi form is characterized by the differential
operator Mg h ^ .
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Theorem 4.1. Let f £ Jp,j?(Yg) be a Jacobi form of index Jl with respect to
a rational representation p of GL(g, C). Then the following conditions are
equivalent:
( 1) / is a singular Jacobi form.

(2) f satisfies the differential equation Mgth^f

- 0.

Proof. First we observe that for a Fourier coefficient c(T, R) of f(Z, W), we
have
T
{-R\_(Eg
\RJt~x \(T-\RJ?-ltR
0\'(Eg
¿/L#-'\
\lR Jf )
^0
Eh )\
0
Jt)
\0
Eh )■

Thus it follows immediately that det( ,, _ * ) = 0 if and only if

det(4E-/L#-"/?)
Suppose / £ JPrjf(Yg)

= 0.

is singular. Then according to Theorem 3.2, we have

MgthtJef(Z, W)= (-|)^det(r)53c:(r,JR)det(4r-/?^-1'/?)
T,R

x e2nio(TZ) . e2nia(RW)

Since / singular, c(T, R) ¿ 0 implies det(4E - RJf~x 'R) = 0. Hence we
obtain the equation Mg h,j?f = 0 ■
Conversely, we assume Mgh^f

(-|)

7t\H

—0. Then

det(F)c(E,/?)det(4E-/?.#-''/?)

= / ••• /

MgihtUrf(Z,

W)-e-2^TZ+RW^d[X]d[U],

Jo
Jo
where Z = X + iY, W =U + iV with real X = (xßU), Y = (yßV), U = (uM),
V = (Vki) and

d[X]d[U] = dx\\dxn-- -dxg-\,gdxggduu

■■-duhg_\duhg.

According to the assumption, we have for any T and R

c(T, R) - det(4E - RJf~x '/?) = 0.
This means that c(T, R) ¿ 0 implies det(4E - /L#~' '/?) = 0. Hence / is
singular. D
Let S be a symmetric positive definite integral matrix of degree h and let

a,b£Q(h'gK
We consider
(4-1)
$Sab(Z,W):=

53

e''"{S(^+a)Z,(X+a)+2(X+a)'{W+b))}

with characteristic (a, b) converging uniformly on any compact subset of Hg x
C^h-g).
If / is a Jacobi form in Jp^(Yg), then according to [Z], we may write

(4.2) /(Z,Pn=53/a(Z).iW;a,0(Z,*n,

Z£Hg,

W£Öh'g\

a€Jf

where yT is a complete system of representatives of (2^#)_1Z(A'g)/Z(A"?) and
{fa: Hg —>Vp\ a £ jV} are uniquely determined holomorphic vector valued
functions on Hg.
According to Yang (cf. [Y], Corollary 3.2), we have
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lowing condition:

(4.3)

be unimodular.
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We assume that p satisfies the fol-

p(A) = p(-A) for all A £ GL(g, C).

Then we have

(4.4)

Jp.jrFg) = [Tg, P]'öi*,o,o(Z> W)<*[Tg, p],

where p = p® det_/!/2 .
Notation 4.3. In Propositoin 4.2, we denote the isomorphism of JPtj?(Yg) onto

[Yg, p®derh/2]

by

S,,*: JpMTg) -. [reader*/2].
Definition 4.4. An irreducible finite dimensional representation p of GL(g, c)
is determined uniquely by its highest weight (Aj, A2, ... , kg) £ Zg with k\ >
A2 > • • • > kg . We denote this representation by p = (k\, A2, ... , kg). The
number k(p) := kg is called the weight of />.
Theorem 4.5. Let 2J? be a symmetric, positive definite, unimodular even matrix
of degree h. Assume that p is irreducible and satisfies the condition (A3). Then
a nonvanishing Jacobi form in Jp^(Yg) is singular if and only if 2k(p) < g+h.
Proof. According to Proposition 4.2, we have

Jp,ATg) = [Tg,P®te\-hl2\

-Û2jr,o,o(Z,W).

For any f£jp^(Yg),
f = Sp>Jr{f)-&2jr,o,o(Z, W). First of all, we observe
that the Fourier coefficients b(T, R) of $2^,0,0(2 > W) is given by

Í1 if 3A€Z<*;*) s.t. T = J?[k], lR = 2Jfk,
\ 0 otherwise.
Obviously we have 4E - RJi~l >R = 0 for T, R with b(T, R) ¿ 0. Let
a(T) and c(T, R) be the Fourier coefficients of Sp^(f)(Z)
and f(Z, W)
respectively. If c(T, R) ¿ 0, then c(T, R) = a(T)b(T2, R) with T=T + T2
because T2 is uniquely determined by R .
Now we suppose that f(Z, W) ¿ 0 is singular. If a(Tx) / 0 for some half
integral Tx > 0, then there exist E2 > 0 and R £ Z<-g-h)such that b(T2 ,R)¿0
and hence c(T\ + T2, R) = a(T\)b(T2, R) ^ 0 is the Fourier coefficient of
f(Z ,W). By assumption and the fact that 4E2 - RJf~x 'R = 0, we have

det(4(E! + T2) - RJf~x lR) = det(4Ei) = 0.
Hence Sp^(f)
^ 0 is singular. According to [W], Satz 4, we obtain the
condition 2k(p) < g + h . Conversely, suppose 2k(p) < g + h . Then, according
to [W], Satz 4, SPtJe(f) is singular. If c(T, R) ^ 0, then we have c(T, R) =
a(T\)b(T2,R)
for uniquely determined half-integral T\ and T2 with T =

T\ + T2. Since a(T\) ^ 0 and Sp^(f)
is singular, det(Ei) = 0. Using the
fact that 4E2 - RJf~x 'R = 0, we obtain

det(4E - Rjr~l <R)= det(4E0 = 0.
Hence f(Z,

W) is singular. This completes the proof.
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Remark 4.6. For general p and Jf without the above assumptions on them, it
is possible to prove that a nonvanishing Jacobi form f £ Jp^(Yg) is singular
if and only if 2k(p) < g + h since [W], Satz 4 also holds for normal subgroups

of finite index in Yg .
Remark 4.7. Ziegler (cf. [Z], Theorem 3.12) proved that a strongly singular
Jacobi form may be written as a linear combination of theta series ûgg\ (cf.

(2.3)).

Finally we prove

Theorem 4.8. Let Jf be a symmetric, positive definite half-integral matrix of
degree h . Then for all a, b £ Q(A-s), the theta series uz*<a,b(Z, W) satisfies
the differential equation

(4.5)
Mg>h>^Zér>a>b(Z,W) = 0.
Proof. For each A € Z<*-*), we put

Tx := '(A + a)J?(k + a),

Rx:=2'(k + a

According to Theorem 3.2, we have

= (-|)sdet(r).

53 dtX(4Tx-R,jr-XtRx)
Aez<*.«>

. e2nia{Jt((X+a)Z'(X+a)+2{k+a)

'(W+b))}

It is easy to show that det(4EA- RxJf~x lRx) = 0 for all k£Z^h-gK Hence we
obtain the equation (4.5). D
5. ElGENFUNCTIONS OF Mgh^

In this section, we give eigenfunctions of the differential operator Mgj¡^ .
For Y £ 3Pg , we let Y = T[Q] be the Jacobian decomposition of Y such

that

/ii

no

0' ...

t
t2

Vo o

0\
r\
0

tg)

/l

* ...

*\

0 1

Q=

Vo o

i7

where T is a diagonal matrix with all tv > 0 (u = 1, .., g) and Q is an
upper triangular matrix with ones in the main diagonal (cf. [M]). We call the tv
(1 < v < g) and the elements q^ (1 < k < I < g) of Q Jacobian coordinates

of Y.
For s = (si, ... , sg) £ Cg , we define the function fs(Y) on &g by

MY) := H #+A/2-(*+1)/4, Y = T[Q] £ <?g
k=l

We put
e:=(en,

... , eig, ... , eA,, ... , ehg) £Z\g,

That is, Sij = 0 or 1 for I < i <h and 1 <j<g.

{0,1}.
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Theorem 5.1. Let Jf be a half-integral positive definite symmetric matrix of
degree h. Let J^yl2 be the unique positive definite symmetric matrix such
that (Jfxl2)2 = Jf. We put J?xl2 := (ay), 1 </,;'<
h. Then for each
s = (s\, ... , sg) £ Cg and e = (en , ... , ehl, ... , ehg) £ z\g, the function

fs,e,AY,

V) on &g x R(*.*) defined by
(h

\£"

¿Za^vk\\

/ h

\e"

■■[¿Zaikvkj\

is an eigenfunction of the differential operator Mg h ^

/ h

\£**

■■[¿^ahkVkg\
with the eigenvalue

*!.•..#
«ni-i(*+(*-i)/4).
Proof. We leave the proof to the interested reader.
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